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I was one of the few people involved with the first FACING PAGES, in 2005, whose only 

relationship with literary organizations had been as an invited reader. I thought long and hard 

about what I might contribute to this State Council on the Arts sponsored conversation of New 

York literary organizations. The invitation came from Debora Ott, director of LitTAP, founder of 

the just buffalo literary center.  I couldn’t turn down the person who’d first believed enough in my 

work to support it in the form of an opportunity. She invited me, in little evidence, to take the 

opening slot for Maurice Kenny’s reading in 1993. I imagine I was a pretty awful reader, filled 

with dread and stage fright at finally having the opportunity to do what I’d dreamed about for 

years. There were no open mics in Buffalo then and I’d only read in public once before, at a 

conference student session, so I went straight from no experience to an actual paying reading.  I 

had a few poems and a short story that was to be published later in the year, but even with that, 

I tried to make the reading a coherent whole, with a logical beginning, middle and end.   

I’d learned this strategy from two very distinctly different places, others’ readings and my 

continuing rock concert obsession. I’d attended readings and concerts that were wonderful and 

some that were terrible. Great readings are like great concerts, and by the same token dreadful 

concerts are very similar to dreadful readings. The elements that nudged a public performance 

in either of these directions were surprisingly similar 

I’d come to this observation after a long discussion about poetry readings a couple of 

years before with my friend, E.R. Baxter III, author of the poetry collection, Niagara Lost and 
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Found and the award-winning book of creative non-fiction, Niagara Digressions.  He’d joked at 

one point that if he wrote any new poems he intended to read in public, he was going to title 

them all “And Now for the Last Poem I’ll Read this Evening,” thinking this title was sure to get an 

enthusiastic response from any audience. That joke eventually became a part of Niagara 

Digressions, in a more polished state, but even as we laughed that night--or perhaps because 

we laughed so hard--I understood, completely and painfully, what he’d meant. 

I’d been to enough readings where I’d felt a tremendous sense of relief upon hearing 

those words. As a writer, I suspect others have likely felt that same relief when I’ve at some 

point delivered similar words. The relationship a reading writer has with a live audience is 

decidedly unusual and occasionally awkward, and always holds risk. Some writers seem to be 

their own worst enemies, and yet, perceive audiences as antagonists. They force listeners to 

endure unpolished work, paper-shuffling, indecision, unclear or lack-luster delivery and then 

defy those same audiences to enjoy the experience or be driven off, implying the listeners are 

somehow at fault, as if they were deficient in sophistication to comprehend the experience.   

I can’t imagine a self-respecting performer in any other field saying something like: “well, 

I worked on this piece this afternoon and thought I’d try it out for you here,” or “let’s see, what 

should I perform for you tonight?  Let me look through my many materials to see what I brought 

with me.  Well, there’s this piece, no, no, that’s not right, maybe this other piece.” Why do 

writers think this is acceptable behavior? Why do audiences tolerate this behavior? 

It can’t be anything less than love. Literary audiences are among the most open and 

forgiving I’ve ever witnessed. They go to readings having already fallen in love with the writer’s 

words, or they go hoping to discover new writers with whom to fall in love. They come, believing 

they’ll experience something unique, to have memories to cherish the rest of their lives, the way 

I cherish having seen Paul McCartney perform in 2002.  He had of course performed “Hey 

Jude” thousands of times before that night and probably never wanted to do the “Nah-nah-nah 

Naaah” chorus ever again in his life. But we, that particular audience, had not seen it before that 
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night. He delivered the show with as much enthusiasm as he had for countless nights before 

and made it as special for us as for any other previous audience. He knew that the performance 

was for the audience, not for the performer. If the performer has a satisfying experience, that’s a 

bonus, but an incidental one. 

A concert audience probably owned the music recorded in a studio but they wanted 

something else--they wanted the memories of the living relationship between performer and 

audience. Anyone who’s gone to a rock concert in the last 30 or so years has surely noticed the 

outrageous prices for T-shirts, programs, and other swag. While most would not spend sixty 

dollars for a T-shirt at a store, they line up at the Merch Table, sometimes ten people deep, to 

do so. They do not believe these shirts are any better quality, but they willingly, fervently pay it.  

They’re purchasing a memento, a tangible memory of a special evening.  

It’s unlikely that contemporary poet T-shirts would be big sellers at readings, but their 

bound equivalents have potential parallels. I’ve seen audience members pass by book tables 

without even looking, but after a polished, well-delivered reading, they’ve changed their minds 

and gone back for a second look and often, a purchase. They want to be able to open the book, 

read a particular poem they’d enjoyed hearing, and remember the poet’s delivery. It’s a safe 

assumption that a poor reading would discourage the purchase of a book in the same way a 

terrific reading motivates potential readers to buy one. 

 If you’re an experienced reader, this advice already may be something you’ve arrived at 

on your own. I was fortunate enough to have had my first professional reading in a well 

established venue, which then led to other similar invitations. However, because of those 

circumstances, I was treated as if I should know what I was doing. In truth, I suspect my 

performance over the first couple of years was spotty at best.  

A turning point came one night when I hadn’t really prepared at all. Standing, I felt a 

sudden wave of stage fright and confessed to the audience that after all that time, I was still 

nervous. Looking out at them over my ill-prepared materials, I realized they were embarrassed 
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for me, and nothing more. An honest friend later quietly explained that the audience doesn’t 

want to hear a presumed professional confess to nervousness. I considered earlier strategies, 

and observations I’d made about other readings, and also concerts I’d enjoyed or disliked. 

 The following is advice for making a reading more audience friendly. The more cohesive 

the work is, the more an audience understands your motivations as an artist, the more likely 

they’ll remember you fondly and potentially look at your work with more depth to see what else 

you have to offer. If they merely remember a series of obscure images and the feeling of relief 

at the conclusion, they’re less likely to make that leap to read your work in an attempt to 

decipher what you were trying to convey. Would you ever buy a CD of a band after having 

heard a song you disliked or in which you were disinterested, in hopes that there might be 

songs you like on the rest of the CD?  It seems unlikely. 

The primary piece of advice is: be prepared. You’d think this would be obvious, but it is 

clear from the state of readings I’ve attended in the last 20 years, it is not. The keys to a 

successful reading are preparation, forethought and rehearsal. People don’t want to see you 

flipping through pages in a magazine or book, deciding at that moment what you want to read. 

They also don’t want to hear something you tossed off in the cab on the way to the reading. You 

might think these are impressive ways to show an audience how much you’ve written, or how 

lightning quick your inspiration strikes, but you’ll be the only person harboring these thoughts. 

Imagine any other performance where the presenter stops and considers the possibilities or 

offers a piece they’d drafted mere hours before. 

As a formal way of avoiding these performance gaffes, rock bands generally use 

something called a Set List. The Set List is worked out before the actual show and a paper 

version is taped on the floor near each band member. The selections often encompass the 

band’s oeuvre and fit into the appropriately allotted performance time. The faithful fans (as my 

annoyed friends can attest) stick around after a concert and try to snag these from roadies. 

Again, this becomes a memento, an artifact of a cherished memory for the audience member. 
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 The successful Set List is one that takes into account familiarity, duration, variety, and 

relationships among the pieces, as well as the virtuosity of the performer. If there’s a piece for 

which you’re known, read it. I resisted the urge to repeat read pieces if I knew audience 

members had heard me read before, until I began receiving unsolicited feedback that people 

were disappointed because they’d had hoped to hear a specific piece again. Some long poems 

are impressive on paper but may not read as well in public. It is much easier to grasp a complex 

piece’s scope in written form than it is to listen for it. If you write in a number of styles, represent 

them in a reading. However, don’t include them arbitrarily for the sole sake of variety.   

The listener should have some sense of why you’ve chosen to present the work as you 

have. There should be an arc, if not in narrative, at least tonally or thematically. Lastly, there are 

pieces over which you have labored long, and which illustrate your craft as a careful and skilled 

writer, but these are not necessarily qualities that translate well into the performance for the 

average listener. Writers in the audience may be highly impressed, but they’re the people most 

likely to engage your work beyond the reading regardless. I’ve attended concerts with guitarist 

friends who are deeply impressed by the challenging yet unmelodic guitar solos that stadium 

rock bands frequently include in concerts, but many audience members views these long 

displays of virtuosity as pee-breaks or chances to get another drink.   

 It may be difficult for you to discern the effective from the ineffective for the general 

literary audience and you’ll likely make some decisions by trial and error. There have been 

occasions when, unsure of the audience demographic, I’ve designed multiple Set Lists. That 

way, I may choose the appropriate one, even at the last minute, once I’ve glimpsed the 

audience or have decided on a particular theme for the evening. This is perhaps a bit extreme, 

but I like to prepare for multiple scenarios, even unpredictable situations. 

 If you have trusted friends, these people can be incredibly valuable. Most bands have 

crews, managers or even recording equipment along for performances. This practice of course 

lightens their load while traveling, but these systems and people can also be tremendously 
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valuable for debriefing after the performance. While almost no writer has an entourage for out of 

town readings, the local performance is a perfect place to gauge the qualities of a presentation. 

Of course, these have to be people you can trust to give an honest response rather than being 

relied upon to deliver the positive strokes you want. They may offer those, but more importantly, 

they may be able to offer insights on pacing, tone, listener attentiveness, the actual 

effectiveness of your Set List and overall presentation style, that you are not otherwise afforded. 

While the Set List is variable, there are two general rules I see violated at more than 

60% of readings I’ve attended, both concerning introductions. At the beginning reading, briefly 

introduce your program so the audience knows to a degree how the evening will progress. 

During this introduction, please thank your hosts. These people have worked long hours to give 

you this opportunity and should be acknowledged. At the other end of the spectrum is the 

specific introduction. An introduction to a poem should never take longer than the duration of the 

actual poem. If this is the case, the poem is probably not a good “reading poem.” You may have 

a perfectly fine poem, but a listening audience does not have the opportunity to explore nuance 

in the same way a reader might. Save this piece for the reader’s individual enjoyment. 

You goal should be to deliver an experience that is satisfying and accessible for a 

listener encountering you for the first time. Perhaps they’ll be moved enough to walk over to the 

table, purchase your T-shirt (but more likely your book) and cross the threshold to a potentially 

life-long love affair with your words which was only opened an hour before, by your sensitive 

selection of work, inviting them in. 


